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U n d e r  P r e s s u r e .
When work becomes everything.

Isabella Falkirk





Under pressure is an expression of stress. It is about work becoming everything. It 

is about not being able to separate your self from your work. It is about carrying 

the office with you all the time. 

The result is a well kept together collection of garments ranging from commercial 

to experimental on the edge of not being wearable. 
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Stress; it is a subject and a feeling that is repeatedly discussed and constantly present in 

my own life, in our education and in the modern society.

I want to question if it is necessary to stress to the extent that we do today? Is it sustain-

able?

What happens when the stress gets overwhelming and we loose control?

On the other hand, would our society function without some level of stress and pressure?

I know I would not. I need an amount of pressure to get things done, to get started, to get 

inspired, to be and to stay focused. But it is a fine line, if it tips over and gets too much 

you hit the wall and it all falls apart. Leaving you indifferent and empty. 

Stress.

The feeling of stress to me is like an entanglement of thoughts spinning round in my head, 

like a spiral or tornado. It is a burden, something grinding, buzzing, spinning - fast, it is 

to be tied, tired, exhausted, it is without pleasure, without enjoyment. It is grey and it is 

dull. It makes you perceive the world, your surrounding in a distorted, confused, surrealis-

tic, unpleasant and offensive way. Everything gets blurred, blended together. You get tunnel 

vision and fail to see and to feel, to appreciate. It is when the demands exceed your ability 

and you are unable to influence the situation. It is to no longer be in control.
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People have many different, personal ways of perceiving stress. It is something abstract. Us-

ing only my own references and visuals of stress would make the collection personal but per-

haps not very available. The aim with the collection is to reach out to as many as possible, 

since this is something that concerns more that just me. Almost all are exposed to stress in 

some way, daily or more random, at work or at home, socially, professionally, privately, men-

tally or physically.

I had to come up with an idea, a way to communicate the feeling of stress to others. To make 

them see what they feel in my work.

The stress you get exposed to at work is the one most evident, the one most people can relate 

to. It is not personal; it is about getting things done, on time and there are no sympathies, 

it is only your achievements that matter. When under pressure your work becomes everything. 

You do no longer know where it ends and where you begin. You can no longer separate the pro-

fessional from the personal. You carry it with you all the time, wherever you go. It is there 

under your skin, itching, scratching and in your mind buzzing, winding, faster and faster. You 

do your utmost to meet the expectations, not sure if you will succeed. The pleasure is gone, 

but you keep on struggling. You do not know what else to do. Nothing else exists.
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These scenes, the ones in the office, from the movie Playtime (1967) by French director and 

actor Jacques Tati inspired me. The composition of perfect cubicles, clean, flat, polished 

surfaces in shades of grey with dashes of pale green, blue and yellow were eye-catching.

Visual References.
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The paper stack illustrates how everything you have to do gets piled up around you. Its whole 

existence utters stress. In these specific pictures the colour, structure and layering is im-

portant to me. 
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The stress, the office and the suit are the cornerstones of this collection. It is around these 

things the collection is to be built, distorting and merging these things with each other to 

find an expression of stress.

Making a collection that is expressive and a bit crazy but still simple, clever and clean. 

Design development.

In the beginning a lot of experiments were made. Combining deconstruction and stiff shapes, 

making structures and material out of office supplies, trying to merge the office and the suit.

The results were too messy sometimes even naïve.
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In my own text about stress I wrote of the burden and how to carry the office with you all the 

time, on the inside as well as on the outside. This was something much more interesting, I 

started to sketch.

Sketches of garments with stiff shapes put into them.
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Sketching a whole on this theme and trying colour combinations.

I liked the idea but there was something missing. This did not say stress. It was too uniform 

instead. It had to get blended up needing some more elements.
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More sketching.

Wearing/carrying the paper stack.

Wearing/carrying a binder.
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Beginning with sketching each idea for it 

self, making multiple garments and varia-

tions of it, then combining and composing 

the most interesting ones into a line up.

Sketching a whole.
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First line-up.
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The collection got divided into three elements. The paper stack garments as expressive concep-

tual showpieces, the garments with stiff shapes in them as in-betweens, expressive and concep-

tual with the shape left in and nicely, interestingly draped garments with the shape taken out 

and then the clean and sharp cut shirts, trousers and jackets as my background, something to 

closer relate to the body.

Wanting to keep the garments as clean and polished as the office seen in “Playtime” I started 

by stripping them of all details. There were to be no visible zippers, buttons or stitching’s 

and pockets were just to be holes, no fiddle. The choice of material followed the same path. No 

structure or direction. Only clean, flat, sharp, polished surfaces were to be used. Stylizing 

and minimizing. 

Making

To make the garments with the stiff shape in them I started with making shapes in different 

sizes then putting them on the dummy in different ways to find the one that would be interest-

ing in most views. Then draping the garment on the shape, depending on where the shape went it 

became a shirt, a pair of trousers or a skirt. When content with the look of the garment I took 

the shape out and saw what happened. Mostly it draped nicely and became more wearable. The ones 
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that I did not like without the shape were refused. I even made some garments that I liked a 

lot without the shape but not with the shape put in, they were also refused. It was important 

that the garment could work both with and without the shape. I had not yet decided if those 

garments were to be shown with or without the shapes, liking the possibility to style and show 

it in different ways.

Making a shape. Draping the garment on the shape. Taking the shape out.
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Making a shape. Draping the garment on the shape. Taking the shape out.
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The paper stack garments were easy to imag-

ine, rectangular shapes put in a messy pile 

with cut out holes where the body were to 

be. The challenge was to find an interesting 

functional material, a material that could 

give volume without getting too heavy. The 

choice fell on rubber foam. The first try-

out was made and I really liked the struc-

ture, much like a stylized paper stack, it 

needed to be messier but that was an easy 

fix. The problem was that it was made in 

white rubber foam, the one that turns yel-

low very fast when exposed to light. The 

outcome associated more with “Princess and 

the Pea” than a paper stack. 
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How to keep the nice structure but get the right associations? Should the rubber foam be cov-

ered in fabric? Should that fabric be printed with a paper stack motif? How obvious should it 

be? Were there other materials that could be appropriate? More research was made, resulting in 

contact with a latex foam fabric. The latex foam had less of a mattress look and it could be 

made in different colours. It was heavier than the rubber foam but if combined it gave me the 

perfect result.

Paper stack top with print 

- too obvious.

Paper stack top with only 

rubber foam - clean and 

clear.

Paper stack top in new rubber 

foam and single sheets of pa-

poer in between - to messy
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For the more conventional garments the focus were to lay on the cut and fit. They were to func-

tion as my background, but still not being too bland, I gave them some less ordinary cuts.

Line-up with prototypes.

Overall it was a good line-up. But it was a bit to theatrical. The garments functioning as a 

background was too few and the expressive experimental garments too many. Having to simplify 

and give the background more space. 22



Finding the right material and colour for the collection was easier than expected. 

It was all in the visual references. The clean, flat, polished surfaces in shades of grey with 

dashes of pale green from the scenes in Playtime and the yellow, apricot and blue in the paper 

stacks. 

Material and colour.
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Result.
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Paper stack top in grey and white rubber and latex foam.

Pencil skirt in grey upholstery fabric.



Suit pants with stiff shape put in to them.

Sleeveless blouse in viscose

Binder neckpiece in painted Plexiglas.



Suit in light grey wool. 

Shirt in green dyed viscose.

Hat in grey and white rubber 

and latex foam.



Paper stack skirt in grey and white rubber and latex foam.

Tank top in cotton jersey.



Shirt in dark grey sand washed silk with stiff shape put in to it.

Light grey slimmed suit pants in wool. 



Binder coat in dark grey wool.

Shirt in apricot dyed viscose.

Pale green slimmed suit pants in 

wool.



Shirt in light grey viscose with stiff shape put in to it.

Pencil skirt in dark jersey with stiff shape put in to it.

Hat in grey and white rubber and latex foam.



We all have our strengths and weaknesses as designers. Defining yours is a good way of getting 

to understand why you choose the paths that you do. To understand why you get the expression 

you get, and if not content, how to possibly change your ways. 

My weakness has always been being too obvious, too straight on. What you see is what you get. 

Nothing more nothing less. Not leaving much to the imagination. Not leaving room for interpre-

tations. Not making an impression that lasts. I have dealt with this issue throughout the work. 

Being aware of it has made me detect the tendencies and averted them. 

Some pieces in the collection are more direct, referring to the paper stack garments, but they 

are not obvious. There is still room for interpretations. This time I have taken the theme and 

twisted it enough times to make it interesting, to make it my own. This is my expression.

I can state this being aware of that there are other who work with draping on other forms than 

the body and/or putting shapes under the clothing to hold it up and push it out, and presenting 

the result both with and without the shape in it. Japanese designers Anrealage has built more 

than one collection on this idea. Latvian designer duo Mareunrols has also made a collection 

that fits in this area. There are similarities in method but differences in intention between my 

work and these of Anrealage and Mareunrols. My intention is to show a discomfort, Mareunrols 

is to show that there are wonders, whereas in Anrealage’s case it is the whole concept.

Reflection.
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Mareunrols 2010
(http://www.mareunrols.com/images/episode_one.jpg)

(http://www.anrealage.com/oto/oto_images/oto_01_b.

Anrealage S/S 2009
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Sometimes I feel that the methods should be more complex, more astonishing than this. That the 

material should be more interesting, that there should be something big and mind blowing. But I 

have realized that to me, the method and material are just tools to help me achieve my vision, 

my goal, it is not the concept; it is not what I build my work on. The method and materials 

used change from collection to collection, I feel free to experiment and choose what best suits 

my purpose. 

The aim with “Under Pressure” has been to make a collection that is expressive and impressive, 

wearable, simple clever and clean, something that can be arranged and styled for different 

occasions.
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It has really pushed my limits, how big can I go? How experimental can I go? How many elements 

can I juggle and still keep it together? 

The result is a collection that consists of commercial garments, more unique garments and 

pieces I would rather call non-garments, referring to the rubber foam. My intention is first 

and foremost for it to be shown in its whole on the runway. Though I can easily see pieces of 

it, both commercial and unique, in fashion magazine editorials or as costumes for artist, the 

theatre or in performances.

Many of the items could easy become mass-produced and sold in big scale, some in smaller scale 

in selected stores where others would be more suitable as display items, to set the mood.
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